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Abstract  

A strategy for determining performance parameters of two–class multivariate qualitative methods 

was proposed. As case study, multivariate classification methods based on mid-infrared (MIR) 

spectroscopy coupled with the soft independent modelling of class analogy (SIMCA) technique 

for detection of hydrogen peroxide and formaldehyde in milk were developed. 

From the outputs (positive/negative/inconclusive) of the samples, which were unadulterated and 

adulterated at target value, the main performance parameters were obtained. Sensitivity and 

specificity values for the unadulterated and adulterated classes were satisfactory. Inconclusive 

ratios 12 and 21%, respectively, for hydrogen peroxide and formaldehyde were obtained. 

To evaluate the performance parameters related to concentration, Probability of Detection 

(POD) curves were established, estimating the decision limit, the capacity of detection and the 

unreliability region. When inconclusive outputs were obtained, two additional concentration limits 
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were defined: the decision limit with inconclusive outputs and the detection capability with 

inconclusive outputs.  

The POD curves showed that for concentrations below 3.7 g L-1 of hydrogen peroxide and close 

to zero of formaldehyde, the chance of giving a positive output (adulterated sample) was lower 

than 5%. For concentrations at or above 11.3 g L-1 of hydrogen peroxide and 10 mg L-1 of 

formaldehyde, the probability of giving a negative output was also lower than 5%.  

Keywords: POD curves, multivariate qualitative analysis, milk adulteration, performance 

parameters, SIMCA, method validation 

 

1 Introduction  

The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) stated that qualitative analysis 

is “the analysis in which substances are identified or classified on the basis of their chemical or 

physical properties” [1]. Nowadays, qualitative analysis is not only used to identify compounds 

but has been extended to classify and authenticate foodstuffs, products, specimens and 

materials [2,3]. This expansion is largely due to the introduction of chemometric techniques, 

which allowed multivariate data to be included, modeled and used for qualitative analysis [2]. 

Multivariate qualitative methods have been developed and applied in such fields as clinical, 

medicine, biology and chemistry [3-6]. In food field, analytical (mainly spectroscopy) and 

classification techniques have been successfully combined for food fraud detection, both 

adulteration [7-11] and authentication [11-15]. In this context, the analytical problems can require 

non-quantifiable or semi-quantifiable information: i.e. to authenticate a substance/product or to 

verify if a substance is present above or below a pre-established threshold concentration level 

(cut-off value). In these cases, the use of qualitative methods, which provide a binary response 

(positive/negative), might be suitable. These methods have been commonly used in systems 

that require immediate decisions and represent an appealing alternative to quantitative analysis, 
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which generally gives more but often unnecessary sample information and requires a greater 

investment of money and/or time. 

The type of binary response required by qualitative analysis (yes/no, belongs/does not belong, 

etc.) can be obtained by applying a classification technique. The classification techniques can be 

divided into two main blocks: discriminant techniques that aims to divide data space up into 

separate regions, each of which corresponds to one class and class-modelling techniques which 

models each class independently. In discriminant techniques, new samples are always assigned 

to the closest class. So, the detection of outlier sample is difficult. In modelling techniques, 

samples can be classified into a just one class, in more than one or in no one, being able to 

obtain an ambiguous or inconclusive result [16]. 

Method validation is a fundamental process for quality assurance since it ensures that the 

method is reliable and fit for purpose [17-19]. For qualitative methods, a guide related to 

measures to monitor certain substances and residues in live animals and animal products is 

established in the Commission Decision CD/657/EC 2002 [20]. Nevertheless, this document has 

been interpreted ambiguously, which has led to some confusion in the terminology [21]. Today, 

there is considerable consensus about the definition of such performance parameters as 

sensitivity and specificity [22] but no agreement has been reached about other related indexes 

[23]. In 2013, AOAC International published a guideline for the validation of binary qualitative 

methods for detecting biological and chemical compounds [24]. It gives some guidance on the 

statistical treatment of the binary results so that additional performance parameters related to 

concentration (decision limit, detection capability and the unreliability region) can be obtained. 

This guideline have been adopted by some authors [17,18]. Macarthur and Holst [25] proposed 

the use of a plot of prediction intervals for the estimation of the probability of detection, providing 

some parameters related to concentration. Gondim et al. [26] developed a systematized 

procedure to validate qualitative methods, also including parameters related to concentration. 

Probability of Detection (POD) curve is a tool that represents graphically the positive outputs of 

the established qualitative method with respect to concentration [25-28]. POD curve harmonizes 
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the statistical concepts and parameters between quantitative and qualitative method validation. 

In the literature, this curve is referred by various other names, such as Performance 

Characteristic Curves (PCC), mainly used in the quality characterization of univariate screening 

methodologies [29,30]. However, considering multivariate screening validation, PCC have 

seldom been used [17]. 

Milk adulteration is reported in recent literature [31-34], despite legislation and inspection by 

official agencies [35-38]. One of the most common types of milk fraud is the addition of 

compounds to reduce or maintain microbial counts, masking failures in good manufacturing 

practices. Formaldehyde and hydrogen peroxide are examples of such compounds. Aiming to 

detect this type of fraud, the development of rapid and non destructive methodologies based on 

spectroscopic techniques coupled with chemometrics has been reported [39-42]. 

The goal of the present study was to propose a strategy to assess the performance of a 

multivariate qualitative method and to generate information for decision-making in cases of milk 

adulteration, considering these two common adulterants - formaldehyde and hydrogen peroxide. 

The strategy was divided into two steps. In the first, a two-class SIMCA model was established. 

In the second, the main performance parameters from the positive/negative SIMCA outputs were 

estimated; samples adulterated at different concentration levels of the adulterant were analyzed 

and predicted in the SIMCA model; and the performance parameters related to concentration 

were estimated by fitting a POD curve with the positive SIMCA outputs. 

 

2 Qualitative analysis for presence/absence of a target analyte 

A qualitative binary method gives two possible (binary) outcomes: i.e. either a positive or 

negative output [24]. A binary response reflects a categorical property of the sample 

(compliant/non-compliant) or the concentration of a target analyte in a sample 

(presence/absence). In the latter case, positive and negative outputs are directly related to a 
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threshold concentration value generally imposed by regulation or clients. In absence of any other 

information, it is set by the analysts on the basis of their knowledge of the analytical problem. 

In a multivariate qualitative method, the binary response is provided by multiple variables and 

treated mainly by multivariate classification techniques. Therefore, in a multivariate qualitative 

method for detecting a target analyte, two classes have to be modelled (two-class strategy): 

class 1 defined with samples without the analyte and class 2 defined with samples containing 

the analyte at the threshold concentration. The binary response is obtained for each pre-defined 

class. For instance, in the prediction step in the class 2 model, a positive output should be 

obtained for samples containing the target analyte at the threshold concentration while samples 

without the analyte should give a negative output. In the class 1 model, the opposite should 

occur. 

Figure 1 shows the proposed two-class strategy scheme for assessing a multivariate qualitative 

method. In the first step, a two-class SIMCA model is constructed (sections 2.1 and 2.2). In the 

second step the main performance parameters are estimated from the positive/negative outputs 

obtained for each class of the SIMCA model (see section 2.3); samples at different concentration 

levels of the analyte are analyzed and predicted in the SIMCA model; and the performance 

parameters related to concentrations are estimated by fitting a POD curve (section 2.4). 

 

Figure 1 

 

2.1 Multivariate analysis and classification rules  

SIMCA is a modelling technique based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) where each 

class is modelled independently from all others [43]. For each sample, the Hotelling T2 and Q 

statistics are calculated, which measure, respectively, the information of each sample within the 

SIMCA model and the amount of original information not included in the model [44].  
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Class frontiers (T2
lim and Qlim) are calculated for each pre-defined class (class model), at a 

specific significance level (α), usually set at 0.05. For the sake of simplicity, samples are 

assigned by means of the reduced statistical values (Hotelling T2
r and Qr) which are the ratio 

between the statistic for sample i and the class limit. A sample must have values lower than 1 for 

both reduced statistics to be considered “within the class model”. 

In addition to these criteria, another parameter of interest that can be used if a sample is 

assigned to more than one class is its distance from each class because if it is clearly closer to 

one class than another, it has a greater probability of belonging to it. The distance of a sample i 

from class j (dij) is a combination of its reduced statistic expressed as equation 1: 

dij = (Qr,i
2 + T2

r,i 2)1/2  

        (eq. 1) 

The distance can be transformed into a probability value of belonging to each class. 

 

2.2 Outputs of two-class models 

When a sample is submitted to a qualitative method, there are four possible output scenarios,: 

true positive (TP), when the qualitative method gives a positive output for a sample that is 

positive; false positive (FP), when the qualitative method gives a positive output for a sample 

that is negative; true negative (TN), when the qualitative method gives a negative output for 

sample that is negative; false negative (FN), when the qualitative method gives a negative 

output for a sample that is positive [17,29]. 

As has been stated above, with a multi-class strategy, the four possible outputs are obtained for 

each pre-defined class. In addition to these well-known outputs, inconclusive output can be 

obtained. A sample is considered inconclusive when it cannot be undoubtedly assigned to one 

class (model): that is to say when it is either not assigned to a class or it is assigned to more 

than one class (both classes in a two-class strategy). 
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2.3 Main performance parameters 

From the multivariate classification outputs, the main performance parameters are defined and 

calculated as follows:  

Sensitivity is the ability of the classification model to recognize its own samples. The sensitivity 

of class j is estimated by considering only samples that belong to that class (equation 2): 

Sensitivityj = TPj / nºSj         (eq. 2) 

Where j indicates the class under study, TPj means true positives (samples from class j that 

have been properly predicted by the model as belonging to class j), and nºSj the total number of 

samples that really belong to class j. Therefore, sensitivity indicates the likelihood of recognizing 

truly positive samples.  

Specificity is the ability of the classification model to distinguish external samples and the 

specificity for class j is estimated by considering only samples that do not belong to that class 

(equation 3): 

Specificityj = TNj / nºSnot j          (eq. 3) 

wWhere TN means true negatives (samples that are not from class j and have been predicted as 

not belonging to class j), and nºSnot j means the total number of samples that really do not belong 

to class j. Therefore, specificity indicates the likelihood of recognizing samples that are truly 

different from the class. 

The inconclusive ratio indicates the percentage of samples that cannot be undoubtedly assigned 

to one class, (equation 4): 

Inconclusive ratioj = (NAj + MA) / nºSj       (eq. 4) 

Where NAj means unassigned samples (samples that are from class j that are not assigned to 

class j or to any other class); MA means multiple assignation samples (samples from class j 
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assigned to more than one class) and nºSj means the total number of samples that really belong 

to class j. 

 

2.4 Performance parameters related to concentration: POD curves 

Probability of detection (POD) is defined as “the proportion of positive outcomes (P(x)) for a 

qualitative method for a given matrix at a given analyte level or concentration” [24]. The POD 

curve graphically describes the relation between the probability of positive results and the 

analyte concentration . The probability values were estimated from independent measurements at 

each level of adulteration. 

 

In an ideal qualitative binary method, the method is expected to give a very high percentage of 

positive outputs (P(x)=100%) when the analyte concentration x is equal to or higher than the 

threshold value. Similarly, the method is expected to give negative outputs (P(x)=0% or 

N(x)=100%) when the analyte concentration is lower than the threshold value [4536]. However, 

in real/experimental situations, behavior is not ideal and the P(x) or N(x) cannot be immediately 

changed from 0 to 1 at a single concentration level (at the threshold or cut-off). Figure 2 (solid 

line) shows an example of a POD curve presenting a sigmoidal shape. This curve is obtained by 

fitting the experimental P(x) values to a non-linear function using empirical models [279]. 

Figure 2 

Due to the fact that there is no way to define in advance which is the best equation for a specific 

problem under study, a visual inspection of the experimental values plot can provide an 

indication of the equation type (e.g. sigmoid, exponential or polynomial) to be used to fit the 

data. This previous analysis is important since a nonlinear regression program cannot find the 

best mathematical model through a set of data points. It can only optimize the parameters once 

the equation model has been specified [46,47]. 
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As in linear regression, the nonlinear least square procedure is used to determine the equation 

parameters that minimize the sum of the squares of the distances of the data points to the curve 

(residuals) [46,48-50]. However, contrary to linear regression, in nonlinear regression, an exact 

estimation of the parameters, in most cases, does not exist and cannot be calculated in one 

step. Equation parameters are determined iteratively from an initial estimate of the value of each 

parameter by applying numerical methods [46]. 

In the case of non-linear equations where many parameters (usually between two and four) have 

to be estimated, initial values need to be selected for each parameter so as not to go in a 

direction that the regression converges to a wrong solution (local minimum) or never converges. 

The initial values should be specified on the basis of previous experience, preliminary analyses, 

or just on a hunch [46]. 

The goodness parameters of the non-linear fit are evaluated by means of the root mean square 

of errors (RMSE) (equation 5), and the adjusted coefficient of determination (R2
adj) which 

measures how well the calculated curve fits the original data (equation 6) [48]:  

RMSE = √
∑ (yi-ŷi)

2n
i=1

n-m
          (Eq. 5) 

𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑗
2 = 1 −  

∑ (𝑦𝑖−�̂�𝑖)2∙(𝑛−1)𝑛
𝑖=1

∑ (𝑦𝑖−�̅�)2𝑛
𝑖=1 ∙(𝑛−𝑚)

        (Eq. 6) 

Where i is the number of the observation; yi, is the value of y for a given i; ŷ, the predicted value 

of y for a given i; ӯ, the mean of values of y; n, the number of observations; and m, the number 

of equation parameters. 

To obtain the concentration limits two horizontal lines have to be drawn representing the 

probabilities of committing false positive and negative errors. The upper line is usually set at 

P(x)=95% (or 0.95) and the lower line at P(x)=5% (or 0.05). The intersection of these horizontal 

lines with the POD curves (Figure 2, solid line) shows the performance parameters related to 

concentrations [17,18,30,45,51-53]: 
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- The CC (decision limit) is obtained from the intersection between the lower horizontal line and 

the POD curve. CCα is the concentration limit at which the qualitative method detects the 

contaminant (it is present) with a 5% of error of stating that the contaminant is present when in 

fact it is not (false positive);  

- The CCβ (detection capability) is obtained from the intersection between the upper horizontal 

line and the POD curve. It is the smallest amount of a substance that can be reliably detected, 

identified and/or quantified in a sample with a statistical certainty of 1-β (1-false negative); 

- The unreliability region is between the two limits where there is the probability of false positive 

errors. 

In the context of multivariate methods, when inconclusive outputs, I(x), are obtained, POD 

curves can also be fitted to take them into account. Therefore, another curve is fitted for the 

P(x)+I(x) probabilities versus the concentration of the target analyte (Figure 2, dashed line) and 

additional limits (CCI and CCI) can be defined. CCI is the concentration level at which there 

is a 5% chance of true negative outputs or a 95% chance of positive plus inconclusive outputs. 

When this limit is set, the unreliability region is divided into two sections. The section between 

CC and CCI is the concentration region in which negative, positive and inconclusive outputs 

are obtained. The section between CCI and CC is the concentration region in which the 

probability of obtaining a negative output is equal to or lower than 5%. A practical implication is 

described in section 4 (Results and discussion). The interval between CCI and CChas no 

practical implications. 

 

3 Materials and methods  

3.1 Sampling and sample preparation 

A total of 30 raw milk samples were collected from the Professor Hélio Barbosa Experimental 

Farm of the Veterinary School of the Federal University of Minas Gerais State (EV/UFMG). 
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These samples were obtained from ten animals with different production characteristics by hand 

milking in three different weeks to ensure a representative sampling, covering a lot of the 

possible variability factors. Samples were kept in polypropylene bottles at refrigerated 

temperatures (4 to 7°C) before preparation and analysis.  

Raw milk samples were used as unadulterated samples. To obtain the adulterated samples, a 

known quantity of aqueous standard solution of each adulterant was individually added to an 

aliquot of each raw milk sample in a polypropylene microtube. The adulterants solutions were 

freshly prepared at concentrations in which the amount of water added to unadulterated samples 

was ≤ 2% (w/v). Water is naturally present in milk at levels between 85 and 90% (w/v) and the 

detection of adulteration with water at levels between 0.5 and 10% (w/v) by mid-infrared 

spectroscopy was reported as not precise [39]. Thus, the addition of ≤ 2% (w/v) of water was not 

considered a critical factor for the samples classification. 

Samples were adulterated with formaldehyde at six adulteration levels between 7.4 and 74 mg L-

1 with 30 independent replicates for each concentration level (totaling 180 samples). Samples 

were adulterated with hydrogen peroxide at five concentration levels between 1 and 21 g L-1 also 

with 30 independent replicates for level (totaling 150 samples). The selected levels of 

adulteration corresponded to those reported as detectable by classical qualitative methods 

[54,55]. 

The microtubes were sealed, homogenized manually by inversion and kept refrigerated (4 to 

7 °C) until MIR analysis.  

 

3.2 Reagents, equipment and software 

The reagents were of appropriate analytical grade. Formaldehyde and hydrogen peroxide were 

obtained from Synth, Diadema, SP, Brazil. Sodium carbonate and sodium citrate were supplied 

by Dinâmica Química Contemporânea Ltda., Diadema, SP, Brazil and Alphatec, São Bernardo 

http://www.farmacia.ufmg.br/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/ALM-878-rev.-1.pdf
http://www.farmacia.ufmg.br/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/ALM-878-rev.-1.pdf
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do Campo, SP, Brazil, respectively. The water used in adulterant solutions was obtained from 

the Direct-Q® 3 UV water purification system, Billerica, MA, USA. 

The equipment (volumetric flasks, analytical balances, thermometers and spectrometer) used to 

prepare and analyzse the samples were calibrated by external laboratories accredited according 

to ISO/IEC 17025 to ensure measurement traceability to the International System of Units (SI). 

The samples were analyzed using the spectrometer Spectrum One - FTIR Spectrometer, Perkin 

Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA, in attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode, with a ZnSe crystal.  

The spectra collected were the average of four scans, in the MIR region from 4000 to 650 cm-1. 

The ATR accessory was cleaned and a background correction performed between each 

analysis. For all samples, the absorbance values for frequencies below 950 cm-1 were very high. 

Thus, the region between 950 and 650 cm-1 was excluded before the data analysis, being the 

final number of variables 3051. 

The spectra were submitted to Multiplicative Scatter Correction (MSC) [56] pre-processing 

followed by mean centering. The spectra data were analyszed using MATLAB software, version 

R2010a (7.10.0.499), The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA, with the PLS Toolbox, version 7.0.2, 

Eigenvector Technologies, Manson, WA, USA. MATLAB software version R2012b (The 

MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) was used for curve fitting by nonlinear regression. Action 

software (Estatcamp, Campinas, Brazil) was employed in residual statistical analysis. 

 

4 Results and discussion  

A processed spectrum of unadulterated sample and the corresponding spectra of the samples 

adulterated with hydrogen peroxide and formaldehyde were randomly selected and illustrated in 

Figure 3. It was observed that the spectra were quite simple and similar. The main absorption 

peak was identified between 3400 and 3000 cm-1, corresponding to the O-H stretching region, 

which is related to the presence of water in milk samples. A second informative region was 

observed between 1700 and 1500 cm-1, representing the O-H bending also related to the water 
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content in milk samples. The absorption peak around 1700 cm-1 was attributed to amide I and II 

and related to protein content and lipid interactions [39,57]. Although slight differences were 

observed between the three spectra, there were not specific bands in the MIR spectra for the 

two investigated compounds, which it was expected due to the lack of selectivity of the 

technique. Then, it was decided to work with the entire spectrum.  

 

Figure 3 

 

Two multivariate classification methods (based on two-class SIMCA models) were established 

for each one of the adulterants considered. Due to the limited number of samples, the leave-on-

out cross validation method was employed for the construction of the models. According Foca et 

al. [58], cross-validation can lead to highly over-optimistic estimates of the performance of the 

final model. However, when a small number of samples are available, segregate the whole data 

set into training and test sets could implies data sets with an insufficient number of data, which 

does not provide a sufficiently representative estimate of the predictive capability. 

In both methods, class 1 was built with 29 corrected MIR spectra of unadulterated samples. This 

class model retained the first six PCs, which explained 98.3% of the total variance. The class 2 

SIMCA model developed for hydrogen peroxide was built with 57 spectra of adulterated samples 

at the target value concentrations (15-21 g L-1). This class model retained the first three PCs, 

which explained 90.8% of the total variance. The class 2 SIMCA model developed for 

formaldehyde was built with 60 spectra of adulterated samples at the target value concentrations 

(0.056-0.074 mg L-1). This class model retained the first seven PCs, which explained 98.3% of 

the total variance. 

Table 1 shows the main performance parameters for each multivariate method. All three main 

performance parameters were quite satisfactory for the hydrogen peroxide method. Only 12% of 
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the samples analyzed needed to be submitted to a confirmatory analysis: just one sample was 

classified in both classes, and the remaining samples did not fit any model (9 out of 86). 

 

Table 1 

 

The main performance parameters for the formaldehyde method were slightly poor for the 

unadulterated class but quite satisfactory for the adulterated class (Table 1). With this method, 

21% of the analyzed samples needed to be submitted to a confirmatory analysis: 13 out of 89 

samples were classified in both classes, and 6 were not assigned.  

The fact that, in the worst case, just 21% of samples had to be submitted to a confirmatory 

analysis was quite satisfactory for a screening strategy. It should be borne in mind that the 

experimental cost of the proposed methodology (MIR+SIMCA) is lower than that of the classical 

determination of adulterants in milk.  

The next step in the proposed assessment methodology consisted of estimating the 

performance parameters related to the concentration of adulterant by fitting the POD curve. 

Independent samples at several concentrations of adulterant (six levels for formaldehyde and 

five for hydrogen peroxide) were predicted by the SIMCA models and the percentages of true 

positive, TP or P(x) and inconclusive ratio were calculated. 

Figure 4 shows the POD fitted curves. For each adulterant, two curves were drawn, one for the 

percentage of samples classified as adulterated, positive output, P(x), and the second for 

samples classified as positive plus inconclusive, P(x)+I(x). Users of this approach may decide by 

the use of POD curves with or without inconclusive data, depending on the fitness for purpose, if 

they want to be more stringent in type I or type II error control.  

As indicated in section 2.4, the type of non-linear models for each case was established by the 

visual inspection of the plots, considering the goodness of fit parameters RMSE and R2
adj. The 
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equations of the fitted curves with their respective statistics for each adulterant are presented in 

Table 2. 

Figure 4 

Table 2 

 

For hydrogen peroxide, the P(x) POD curve was sigmoidal while the P(x)+I(x) was exponential. 

Although the shape was different, there was a gradual change in both POD curves with the 

concentration of adulterant. Fixing the probabilities of committing false positive and negative 

errors ( and  at 0.05 (usual value), two out of the four concentration limits (section 2.5) were 

obtained from the equations presented in Table 2. CC was set at 3.7 g L-1, which means that 

when a sample was adulterated at that concentration level, there was a 5% probability of 

detecting the sample as adulterated. For concentrations below 3.7 g L-1, the chance of giving a 

positive output (adulterated sample) was lower than 5%. Concentrations between CC and CC 

(set as 11.3 g L-1) made up the unreliability region where most of the errors or inconclusive 

outputs were obtained. For samples adulterated at or above CC (11.3 g L-1), the classification 

method gave true positive outputs with a probability of at least 88% while the percentage of 

inconclusive outputs was equal to or lower than 12% (from 12% to 7%). 

Because of the experimental P(x) and I(x) outputs, for the hydrogen peroxide method it was not 

possible to set the CC and CC limits. This has no practical implications, as the unreliability 

region was set between 3.7 and 11.3 g L-1, and their two corresponding concentration limits 

(CC and CC were established. Thus, the classification method was characterized. 

Both of the POD curves fitted for the formaldehyde method were exponential, but behaved 

differently as the concentration changed. The P(x) POD curve changed gradually with the 

concentration of adulterant, while the P(x)+I(x) POD curve changed abruptly from 0 to 7.4 mg L-1 

and then remained practically constant. Fixing the probabilities of committing false positive and 
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negative errors ( and at 0.05 (usual value), two out of the four concentration limits (section 

2.5) were obtained. CC had a very low value (almost zero) which is characteristic of the P(x) 

POD curves that are exponential.  

CC was also set at a very low concentration value of 0.01 g L-1. From a practical point of view, 

samples adulterated around 10 mg L-1 will be submitted to a confirmatory analysis in most cases 

(60%) and in 35% of the cases it will be detected as adulterated (positive output). A narrow 

unreliability region was defined between zero (CC) and 10 mg L-1 (CC), where the most 

probable outputs were inconclusive (60% or higher) and the probability of obtaining a negative 

output varied between 5 and 40% (for the limits of the unreliability region).   

As observed for the hydrogen peroxide model, for the formaldehyde model CC could not be 

obtained by setting the  error at 0.05 since the sensitivity of the class 2 (adulterated class 

model) was lower than 95%. In this case, the analyst can establish additional concentration 

limits from the POD curves for the problem under study. 

For instance, a very informative concentration limit was the concentration at which the probability 

of obtaining a negative output was zero. This point, CCN, was obtained from the intersection of 

the P(x)+I(x) POD curve with the horizontal line set at one (or 100%) and was  17.5 g L-1 and 

57 mg L-1, respectively, for hydrogen peroxide and formaldehyde methods. This means that 

samples adulterated at this concentration gave either positive (85% of the cases) or inconclusive 

outputs (15% of the cases), but no negative outputs. The analyst might also consider another 

interesting limit: the concentration at which there was a 50% probability of having a positive 

output, called, by some authors, as the cut-off of the method. For the formaldehyde method the 

cut-off was set at 20 mg L-1, which means that for samples adulterated at concentrations higher 

than 20 mg L-1, the probability of having a positive output was higher than 50%. 

Similarly, depending on the interest of the analyst and on the problem under study, additional 

limits can be set for the hydrogen peroxide method. 
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Conclusions  

An strategy to estimate the performance parameters for a multivariate qualitative method based 

on MIR spectroscopy coupled with the SIMCA technique has been proposed. As a case study, 

detection of food fraud on raw milk with two common milk adulterants:, hydrogen peroxide and 

formaldehyde, was evaluated. 

The main performance parameters such as sensitivity, specificity and inconclusive ratio were 

estimated for each multivariate method. Both methods were implemented as a screening 

strategy where a small number of samples that had been inconclusively assigned needed to be 

subject to a confirmatory analysis: 12% of the samples adulterated with hydrogen peroxide and 

21% for samples adulterated with formaldehyde, both at their respective threshold 

concentrations. 

POD curves have proved to be a useful tool for setting the performance parameters related to 

the concentration of adulterant: the decision limit (CC) and the detection capability (CC) of the 

method. Although there is no need to do so according to the regulations, when inconclusive 

outputs were obtained, two additional concentration limits can be defined: the decision limit with 

inconclusive (CCI) and the detection capability with inconclusive (CCI). In the case study 

presented, having more concentration levels would have allowed to obtain more accurate 

adjusted curves. 

The shape of the POD curve determines how many performance parameters (of the four 

mentioned) can be estimated as well as their practical significance. For POD curves with a 

sigmoidal shape, all four limits were estimated. For exponential POD curves, CCvalues could 

not be estimated in all cases, and when possible it provided a very low concentration value 

(almost zero).  

Once the POD curves were fitted, the analyst could establish additional concentration limits for 

the problem under study. For instance, the concentration limit at which the probability of 
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obtaining a negative output was is zero or the concentration at which there was 50% probability 

of obtaining a positive output. 

The strategy proposed can be highly efficient, particularly if numerous samples need to be 

analyzed, because it considerably reduces experimentation time and there is a very low risk of 

error. It can also be applied to other signals, samples and/or adulterants. 
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Figure captions 

 

Figure 1. Multivariate qualitative method: establishment of classification model and assessment 

process 

 

Figure 2. Probability of detection (POD) curves with sigmoid shape and respective concentration 

limits 

(----------) POD curve for positive outputs,  ( ………) POD curve for positive plus inconclusive 

outputs. 
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Figure 3. Unprocessed raw milk spectra: (a) unadulterated; (b) adulterated with hydrogen 

peroxide at 21 g L-1; (c) adulterated with formaldehyde at 74 mg L-1. 

 

Figure 4. Probability of detection (POD) curves and complementary performance parameters. 

 positive outputs, P(x); ○ positive plus inconclusive outputs, P(x)+I(x); (---------)  P(x) POD curve, 

(…………)  P(x)+I(x) POD curve. 

 



Table 1. Main performance parameters of the two-class SIMCA methods 

Parameter 
Hydrogen peroxide method  Formaldehyde method 
Unadulterated 

class 
Adulterated 

class 
 

Unadulterated 
class 

Adulterated 
class 

Sensitivity 0.90 0.88  0.62 0.85 
Specificity 1.00 1.00  1.00 0.97 

False negative rate 0.0 0.0  0.03 0.0 
False positive rate 0.0 0.0  0.0 0.03 
Inconclusive ratio 0.12  0.21 

 

 



Table 2. Equations and goodness of fit statistics of the probability of detection (POD) curves 

Adulterant POD curve Equation 
Goodness of fit 
statistics 

Hydrogen peroxide 

P(x) 0.90 - 0.87 / [1 + exp(x - 7.68)] 
R2

adj: 0.9383; 
RMSE:0.1076 

P(x)+I(x) -0.84⋅exp(-0.25⋅x) + 1.00 
R2

adj: 0.9116; 
RMSE:0.1104 

Formaldehyde 

P(x) -0.92⋅exp(-431.5⋅x) + 0.93 
R2

adj: 0.8665; 
RMSE: 0.1083 

P(x)+I(x) -0.60⋅exp(-5072⋅x) + 0.98 
R2

adj: 0.9763; 
RMSE:0.0258 

P(x) = POD curve for positive outputs; P(x)+I(x) = POD curve for positive plus inconclusive outputs; R2
adj = adjusted 

coefficient of determination; RMSE = root mean square error. 
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